Abstract. We present a novel method for scalable and robust image transmission over ATM networks. The algorithm is based on a scalable set partitioning in hierarchical trees (SSPIHT) coding scheme, in which the encoded image bit streams for packeting and transmission are divided into a number of layers. By accumulating different numbers of layers in the decoder side, images with different resolutions and distortions can be reconstructed. Decoders having different capacities therefore can share the same encoder. In addition, these layers have different degrees of significance so that transmission errors in insignificant layers will not cause severe degradation in performance for image reconstruction. Finally, we describe three basic schemes for the transmission of SSPIHT-encoded cells over ATM channels. Simulation results show that the algorithm is effective for the applications where robust and scalable transmissions are desired. © 2002 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
Introduction
In many applications, digital images are required to be transmitted over computer networks such as ATM systems. Users of the networks may have different demands on the quality of the images. Because of the variety of requests in the networks, it may be difficult for a server to provide an encoded bit stream that satisfies all the requirements. One solution to this problem is to use the simulcast technique where an image is encoded and stored independently at different rates and resolutions. The server will then deliver the requested image at the proper rate and resolution based on the specific user request. This approach requires more resources to be used in the encoder in terms of disk space and management overhead.
To eliminate this drawback, a number of layered image transmission ͑LIT͒ 1 design algorithms have been proposed. In the LIT scheme, an encoded bit stream is delivered in more than one layer. By decoding bit streams that are accumulated to different upper layers from the base layer, we can reconstruct the transmitted image at different rates and/or resolutions. Users with various rate and resolution requirements therefore can share the same LIT system for efficient image transmission. Many techniques such as embedded zerotree wavelet ͑EZW͒ 2 and set partitioning in hierarchical trees ͑SPIHT͒ 3 can be employed for realizing LIT systems. However, only signal-to-noise ratio ͑SNR͒ scalability can be achieved using these techniques since they always display reconstructed images in full resolution.
In addition to the problem of scalability, the robustness of an image transmission system against packet losses is also an important concern. The EZW and SPIHT effectively remove the correlation among subbands to enhance their rate-distortion performance. However, this removal of correlation increases the sensitivity of performance to transmission errors. Moreover, when EZW and SPIHT are used to realize a SNR and resolution scalable system, simulcast schemes should be adopted. In the simulcast system, since each layer is encoded/decoded independently, the bit streams received at the other layers cannot be used to reconstruct images at the layers where some packets are lost. Consequently, severe performance degradation is liable to occur at each layer due to cell losses.
We employ a scalable SPIHT ͑SSPIHT͒ 4 technique for the implementation of scalable and robust LIT systems in the ATM network. In the SSPIHT, the rate and resolution associated with each layer can be prespecified before encoding. The rate of each layer determines the number of cells at that layer for image coding. The transmitted image is reconstructed with rate and resolution identical to those of the highest layer accumulated by the decoder. Both the SNR and resolution scalabilities therefore can be achieved. To satisfy both rate and resolution constraints at each layer, starting from the base layer, the SSPIHT encodes one layer at a time until the design of the top layer is completed. The encoding of each layer is subject to its prescribed rate and resolution constraints, and utilizes the results of the previous layers. Consequently, the cells received at the lower layers can be used to reconstruct the images at a higher layer where some packets are lost. Graceful upgraduation in performance therefore can be achieved using the SSPIHT.
Finally, to effectively realize the SSPIHT-based LIT system in the ATM network, three basic transmission schemes are proposed in this work: serial transmission, parallel transmission, and hybrid transmission. All these schemes can be realized using existing multicasting techniques. 5, 6 The serial transmission scheme requires low network complexity for implementing the LIT system over ATM net-works. The parallel scheme, on the other hand, has higher flexibility on the selection of quality of service ͑QOS͒ for each layer. The hybrid scheme is the combination of serial and parallel schemes, and therefore has the advantages of both transmission configurations. Simulation results show that the SSPIHT-based LIT system is effective for applications where both scalable and robust transmissions over ATM networks are desired.
LIT and SSPIHT
This section describes the LIT system and the SSPIHT technique for LIT design. Let x be an image to be transmitted over the LIT system. The dimension of x is assumed to be 2 p ϫ2 p . Let X be the p-stage wavelet transform matrix of x. Then, as shown in Fig. 1 , X is also a 2 p ϫ2 p matrix containing subbands x L0 and x Vk ,x Hk ,x Dk ,kϭ0, . . . ,p Ϫ1, each with dimension 2 k ϫ2 k . Note that in the wavelet transform matrix, the subbands x Lk ͑lowpass subbands at resolution level k), and x Vk ,x Hk ,x Dk ͑V, H, and D orientation selective highpass subbands at resolution level k), k ϭ0, . . . ,pϪ1, are obtained recursively from x L(kϩ1) with x Lp ϭx, where the resolution level n is also referred to as the full resolution. The decomposition of x L(kϩ1) into four subbands x Lk ,x Vk ,x Hk ,x Dk can be carried out using a simple quadrature mirror filter ͑QMF͒ scheme as shown in Ref. 7 .
A typical implementation of LIT is shown in Fig. 2 , where the encoded bit streams for reconstructing images in different resolutions and rates are transmitted via more than one layer for decoding. Each layer is associated with a resolution level. The layers are arranged in such a way that layers having lower resolution are placed in lower positions in the LIT. Starting from the base layer ͑the layer in the lowest position, or layer 1͒, the receivers can decode the bit streams up to any layer depending on their requirements for the reconstructed image. The resolution of the reconstructed image after decoding is the resolution of the layer in the highest position among the layers decoded by the receiver.
Suppose there are N layers in the LIT system. Let I i be the resolution level associated with layer i. In addition, we assume I i рI j for iр j. Given an image x for LIT, the objective of encoding in the layer i is to code the lowpass subband x LI i with resolution level I i . To reconstruct x LI i in the receiver, the bit streams from layer 1 ͑the base layer͒ up to layer i will be decoded. Let r i and r i be the accumulated rate up to layer i and incremental rate at layer i. That is,
Assume the image to be encoded has dimension 2 p ϫ2 p , then the accumulated bits up to stage i equals 2 p ϫ2 p ϫr i . In the design of a LIT system, I i and r i ,i ϭ1, . . . ,N, in general are desired to be prespecified and controlled to achieve both resolution and SNR scalabilities. We can determine the values of I i and r i from the requirement of decoders or from applications. The image encoding for the LIT system is then executed subject to these constraints.
Note that when a LIT is constructed over an ATM network, c i , the accumulated number of ATM cells up to layer i, and c i , the incremental number of ATM cells at layer i, may also be important concerns. Both c i and c i can be computed from r i and r i by the following equations:
respectively. The constant Cϭ48ϫ8 in the equations indicates the number of bits in the information field of an ATM cell. Since the rate and number of cells can be computed directly from each other, we use these two terms interchangeably in the remaining part of this work. The SSPIHT technique is effective for implementing the LIT system described before. The algorithm can be viewed as a sequence of SPIHT operations with one operation for each layer. Starting from the base layer, the SSPIHT constructs one layer at a time until the design of the final layer is completed. The SPIHT for the construction of each layer only covers the subbands with resolution lower than the prescribed resolution constraint at that layer. In addition, except for the SPIHT at the first layer, the SPIHT at each layer uses the results of SPIHT at previous layers to improve the coding efficiency. Figure 3 shows a simple example for the encoding of a scalable system using the SSPIHT technique. In Fig. 3 , the dimension of an image x is assumed to be 2 4 ϫ2 4 ͑i.e., pϭ4). The number of layers Nϭ2, and resolution levels associated with layer 1 and layer 2 are I 1 ϭ3 and I 2 ϭ4, respectively. Because I 1 ϭ3, the subbands x L 0 ,x Hk ,x Vk ,x Dk ,kϭ0,1,2, ͑which are in the shaded region of Fig. 3͒ are the subbands constituting layer 1. The encoding process of SSPIHT at layer 1 is simply the SPIHT operation on these subbands. In addition, since I 2 ϭ4, all the subbands in Fig. 3 ͑including the subbands in the shaded region͒ are used for the encoding of layer 2. Therefore, the encoding process of SSPIHT at layer 2 is the SPIHT operation on all the subbands shown in Fig. 3 . To further enhance the coding efficiency, the initialization of SPIHT at layer 2 is based on the results of SPIHT encoding at layer 1. The detailed description of the initialization process for the SPIHT at each layer is given later.
Recall that a wavelet coefficient W is said to be significant for bit depth n if ͉W͉у2 n , otherwise it is said to be insignificant. Moreover, a wavelet tree is said to be significant for bit depth n if some of its coefficients have absolute values larger than or equal to 2 n . The original SPIHT algorithm repeatedly employs a set partitioning algorithm for identifying and refining significant wavelet coefficients until the rate budget is exhausted. Each successive application of the set partitioning operation decreases the bit depth n by one. For each n, the set partitioning operation consists of two passes: the sorting pass where the significance status of each wavelet coefficient of the image to be encoded is determined with respect to n, and the refining pass where the refinement of significant coefficients identified in the previous sorting passes are performed. To effectively realize these two passes, three lists of information, termed list of significant pixels ͑LSP͒, list of insignificant pixels ͑LIP͒, and list of insignificant sets ͑LIS͒, are maintained at any coding point. The lists LSP and LIP contain the locations of significant and insignificant wavelet coefficients, respectively. The list LIS contains the root node of the insignificant wavelet tree.
The SPIHT at each layer in the SSPIHT algorithm also keeps the LSP, LIP, and LIS. Let LSP i , LIP i , LIS i , and T i be the LSP, LIP, LIS and threshold value for the encoding of layer i, respectively. At layer 1, the initial LSP 1 is set to be empty, and the initial LIP 1 contains x L0 ,x V0 ,x H0 , and x D0 . The initial LIS 1 consists of the wavelet trees rooted from x V0 ,x H0 , and x D0 , respectively. Note that these trees only contain coefficients in the subbands x Vk ,x Hk ,x Dk ,k ϭ0, . . . ,I 1 Ϫ1. The threshold value T 1 for determining the significance of wavelet coefficients at layer 1 is initialized to be T 1 ϭ2 n , where
The SPIHT is performed over the subbands x L0 ,x Vk ,x Hk ,x Dk ,kϭ0, . . . ,I 1 Ϫ1, until the rate budget r 1 is exhausted. Suppose the encoding of layer iϪ1 is completed, and the encoding of layer i is to be completed, where iϾ1. Since the encoding region of layer i covers the encoding region of iϪ1, using the encoding results of layer iϪ1 as initial conditions of layer i may enhance the coding efficiency of layer i. To accomplish this, we first set the initial T i be the final T iϪ1 . That is, the initial bit depth of layer i is identical to the final bit depth of layer iϪ1. This guarantees that the quantization accuracy improves as the SSPIHT algorithm continues. Before applying the SPIHT operation at layer i, we initialize LIP i , LSP i , and LIS i . The initialization is based on the final LIP iϪ1 , LSP iϪ1 , and LIS iϪ1 , and the new subbands ͑i.e., x Vk ,x Hk and x Dk ,k ϭI iϪ1 , . . . ,I i Ϫ1) for the encoding at layer i. To perform the initialization, the wavelet trees in the final LIS iϪ1 are first extended to cover coefficients in the new subbands. That is, the wavelet coefficients in the new subbands, which are the descendants of leaf nodes of a wavelet tree in the final LIS iϪ1 , are included in that wavelet tree.
When the coefficients in the new subbands are less than the initial T i , all the extended wavelet trees remain insignificant. Consequently, we simply initialize LIS i as the final LIS iϪ1 . Moreover, since no new insignificant and significant coefficients are created after the wavelet tree extension, we set the initial LIP i to be the final LIP iϪ1 , and the initial LSP i to be the final LSP iϪ1 .
Note that the extended wavelet trees may not always remain insignificant for any combination of rate and resolution constraints. When some coefficients in the new subbands are larger than the initial T i , the decomposition of the corresponding extended wavelet trees into significant coefficients, insignificant coefficients, and insignificant wavelet trees are necessary. Consider an extended wavelet tree S in which some of the wavelet coefficients are larger than the initial T i . The decomposition of S is also based on the SPIHT. Let LSP S , LIP S , LIS S , and T S be the LSP, LIP, LIS, and the threshold for the SPIHT over the extended wavelet S, respectively. The procedure of the decomposition process for S is then stated as follows.
Step 1. Set initial threshold T S ϭ2 n , where n is given in Eq. ͑4͒. Set initial LIS S ϭS, initial LIP S to be the root of S, and initial LSP S to be empty.
Step 2. Perform the sorting pass to identify the significant coefficients with respect to T S . Decompose the wavelet trees in LIS S containing these significant coefficients into significant coefficients, insignificant coefficients, and insignificant wavelet trees. Update LIS S , LIP S , and LSP S accordingly.
Step 3. Perform the refining pass to refine the coefficients in LSP S with respect to T S .
Step 4. Reduce T S by half. If T S equals initial the T i then stop. Otherwise, go to Step 2.
After the decomposition processes, the LIS i is initialized as the set containing the wavelet trees in the final LIS S ,᭙S, and all the undecomposed extended wavelet trees. The initial LIP i contains the new insignificant coefficients identified after the decomposition processes, and the insignificant coefficients in the final LIP iϪ1 . Similarly, the initial LSP i contains the significant coefficients in the final LSP iϪ1 , and the new significant coefficients found after the decomposition process.
After the initial LIS i ,LIP i , and LSP i have been determined, the SPIHT is then performed over the subbands x L0 ,x Vk ,x Hk ,x Dk ,kϭ0, . . . ,I i Ϫ1, until the rate budget r i is exhausted. The same procedure is repeated until the design of the highest layer is completed. The complete flowchart of the SSPIHT algorithm is shown in Fig. 4 . 
Transmission of SSPIHT-Encoded Bit Streams Over ATM Networks
We propose three basic schemes for the transmission of SSPIHT-encoded cells over ATM channels: serial layered transmission, parallel layered transmission, and hybrid serial/parallel layered transmission. Features of these schemes are described next.
Serial Layered Transmission Over ATM
As shown in Fig. 5͑a͒ , in the serial layered transmission scheme, the bit streams from each layer of the LIT system are delivered sequentially starting from layer 1 until the transmission of layer N is completed. Only one point-tomultipoint virtual channel ͑VC͒ connection is necessary. Receivers in the ATM cloud do not have to receive all the cells delivered from the transmitter. They can leave the cloud anytime when a sufficient number of cells have been accumulated to reconstruct images with prescribed quality. This serial transmission scheme is simple. However, since all layers are delivered via the same point-to-multipoint VC, the serial transmission scheme requires longer average delivery time as compared with the other two transmission schemes. In addition, the implementation of multiple QOS guarantees for different layers is difficult for the scheme unless the cell loss priority ͑CLP͒ indicator in the header of the ATM cells is used. With the CLP indicator, two QOS constraints can be used. 8 The ATM cells with CLPϭ0 ͑high priority͒ and CLPϭ1 ͑low priority͒ are subject to low cell loss rate ͑CLR͒ and high CLR, respectively. Based on the SSPIHT technique described in the previous section, since the cells at the lower layers have a higher degree of importance, they are transmitted with CLPϭ0; whereas, the cells at higher layers are transmitted with CLPϭ1. Since the serial scheme only allows at most two QOS guarantees for image transmission, its flexibility for QOS support may not be satisfactory. Figure 5͑b͒ shows the basic structure of parallel layered transmission, where a point-to-multiple VC connection is constructed for each layer. Therefore, the scheme has the shortest average transmission time. Moreover, the transmission scheme allows different layers to be transmitted with different QOS guarantees. Each layer can negotiate a suitable QOS based on its significance. We can view the whole parallel layered transmission scheme as a multipoint-tomultipoint multicast system. The cells delivered in the multicast group for layer 1 should have the highest QOS since they are always included for image reconstruction regardless of the image quality required by the receivers. On the contrary, the cells transmitted in the multicast group for higher layers may have lower QOS since they are only necessary when the reconstruction of images with higher quality is required. The receivers can join more than one multicast group to reconstruct images with desired quality. Since there are N multicast groups for parallel transmission, the parallel scheme requires more VCs for layered transmission as compared with the serial scheme. Consequently, the scheme has higher overhead for network management as compared with the other two schemes.
Parallel Layered Transmission Over ATM

Hybrid Serial/Parallel Layered Transmission
Over ATM
The hybrid serial/parallel layered transmission scheme is a combination of both serial and parallel schemes, and there- fore has the advantages of these two configurations. The hybrid scheme allows different layers to have different QOS constraints. In addition, the structure of the hybrid scheme is simpler than that of the parallel scheme. As shown in Fig. 5͑c͒ , all the layers having the same QOS are delivered in a series via the same point-to-multipoint VC connection. The layers having different QOSs than the others are then transmitted via their own multicast group. The hybrid configuration provides higher flexibility for constructing layer transmission systems over an ATM network. Note that when all layers have the same QOS, the hybrid scheme is reduced to the serial scheme. On the other hand, when the QOS of all the layers are different, the hybrid scheme is identical to the parallel scheme.
Graceful Performance Degradation of SSPIHTBased Layered Transmission Over ATM
The three transmission schemes for delivering SSPIHTencoded cells described before all have advantages of graceful performance degradation for cell losses. At the receiver ends, all the received cells are sorted in accordance with the position of cells in the entire bit stream encoded by the SSPIHT encoder. All the received cells prior to the first cell loss can be used for image reconstruction. The rate used for the image reconstruction is the accumulated rate up to the first cell loss. Moreover, the resolution of the reconstructed image is the resolution associated with the layer where the first cell loss occurs. Consequently, the SNR and/or resolution performances may be degraded depending on the location of cell losses. The cells at lower layers have a higher degree of importance. If these cells are delivered with higher QOS, cell losses may not result in devastating effects on the reconstructed images. Graceful performance degradation can therefore be achieved.
Simulation Results
This section shows some simulation results of SSPIHTbased LIT over ATM networks. The performance of SPIHT-based simulcast systems is also included for comparison purposes. To achieve meaningful comparison, both the SSPIHT-based LIT and SPIHT-based simulcast systems have the same number of layers Nϭ3. In addition, both systems have the same resolution constraint I i at each layer i,iϭ1,2,3. We let I 1 ϭ7, I 2 ϭ8, and I 3 ϭ9 in our experiment. That is, the size of the reconstructed images at layers 1, 2, and 3 are 128ϫ128, 256ϫ256, and 512ϫ512, respectively. The performance for each layer is PSNR. Let x be the image to be encoded, then the lowpass subband x LI i is the desired image to be reconstructed in the layer i. Let x LI i be the reconstructed image in the layer i, and D i be the mean squared distance between x LI i and x LI i . Then the PSNR in the layer i, denoted by PSNR i , is defined as PSNR i ϭ10 log(255 2 /D i ). For the SSPIHT-based LIT systems, the accumulated number of cells up to each layer i,iϭ1,2,3, are given as c 1 ϭ100, c 2 ϭ200, and c 3 ϭ500, respectively. Therefore, the number of cells for the encoding of layer i,iϭ1,2,3, in the LIT system are given as c 1 ϭ100, c 2 ϭ100, and c 3 ϭ300, respectively. Note that the number of cells for image reconstruction at each layer of SSPIHT-based LIT is different from the number of cells for encoding at that layer. Since the decoder needs to accumulate cells from layer 1 up to each layer i for the image reconstruction at that layer, the number of cells for the decoding of layer i in the LIT system is therefore identical to c i .
In the simulcast system, since all the layers are encoded/ decoded independently, the number of cells for encoding and decoding for each layer are the same. In the SPIHTbased simulcast system, we let the number of cells for the encoding/decoding of layer i,iϭ1,2,3, be 100, 200, and 500, respectively. Therefore, both the SSPIHT-based LIT system and SPIHT-based simulcast system have an identical number of cells for decoding. Nevertheless, the SPIHTbased simulcast system enjoys higher rates for the encoding of each layer.
To simplify the comparison of the SSPIHT-based LIT and SPIHT-based simulcast systems over an ATM network, only two QOS constraints are used for packet transmission. The CLP is used to indicate the QOS of each cell. The cells with CLPϭ0 are transmitted with CLR ⑀ 0 ϭ10 Ϫ9 ; whereas the cells with CLPϭ1 are delivered with CLR ⑀ 1 , which is larger than ⑀ 0 . All three basic schemes for the transmission of SSPIHT-encoded cells over ATM channels can be used for the implementation of SSPIHT-based LIT system here. Let Q be the number of ATM cells with CLPϭ0 ͑precious cells͒. Both LIT and simulcast systems have identical Q so that they have the same QOS support. In the SSPIHT-based LIT system, all the precious cells are at the lower layers since these layers have a higher degree of importance. However, in the SPIHT-based simulcast system, since all layers are encoded independently, all layers should have an equal degree of importance. Therefore, the number of precious cells at each layer of the simulcast system is proportional to the rate constraint at that layer. Tables 1 and 2 show the average PSNR values of SSPIHT-based LIT and SPIHT-based simulcast at the layer i,iϭ1,2,3, ͑i.e., average PSNR i ) for the test images ''Boat'' and ''Baby,'' with Qϭ150 for various ⑀ 1 values. Each average PSNR value in the table is measured from 10,000 independent transmissions. From Tables 1 and 2 , it is ob- served that, given the same CLR ⑀ 1 for less precious cells, the SSPIHT-based LIT system outperforms the SPIHTbased simulcast system at each layer i,iϭ1,2,3. In particular, when ⑀ 1 ϭ10 Ϫ3 , the LIT outperforms the simulcast system by 1.2 dB in average PSNR at layer 3 for the image ''Baby.'' The SPIHT-based simulcast system does not perform well since each layer is encoded/decoded independently. Therefore, the cells received at the other layers cannot be used to reconstruct images at the layer where some cells are lost. In the SSPIHT-based LIT system, all the layers are correlated. Cells received at lower layers can be used to reconstruct images at the higher layers. Consequently, the system is more robust against transmission errors.
To further examine the performance of the SSPIHTbased LIT for robust and scalable ATM transmission, Tables 3 and 4 show the average PSNR i values of SSPIHTbased LIT and SPIHT-based simulcast at the layer i,i ϭ1,2,3, for the test images ''Boat'' and ''Baby'' with ⑀ 1 ϭ10 Ϫ4 for various Q values. Each average PSNR value is also obtained from 10,000 independent transmissions. Based on these tables, we conclude that the SSPIHT-based LIT still outperforms the SPIHT-based simulcast at each layer for the same Q value. These facts demonstrate the effectiveness of the SSPIHT-based LIT system.
Conclusion
We use the SSPIHT algorithm for the implementation of layered image transmission ͑LIT͒ systems over ATM networks. The SSPIHT algorithm is suitable for scalable transmission since the rate and resolution associated with each layer of an LIT system can be prespecified before the design. Three basic schemes are also proposed for the transmission of SSPIHT-encoded bitstreams over ATM networks. The serial transmission scheme needs low complexity for realizing the LIT system over ATM networks. The parallel scheme has higher flexibility on the selection of QOS for each layer. The hybrid scheme has the advantages of both transmission configurations. Numerical results show that the SSPIHT-based LIT has more robust performance over ATM networks as compared with the SPIHT-base simulcast systems. Ching-Fung Chine received her BS degree from Chung Yuan Christian University in 1999, where she is currently working toward her PhD degree. Her research interests include image/video coding and network applications.
